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"Mostt folks are abo
out as happy as they make
e up their min
nds to be," Ab
braham Lincolln once
famou
usly said. And
d now it turns out that his statement
s
wass more than just a folksy q
quip. New
resea
arch in neuros
science and psychology
p
sh
hows that we may be more
e in control of our emotionss
and anxiety
a
levels than we think
k. And for the more than 75
5% of Americcans who sufffer from stresssrelate
ed conditions, according to the American
n Psychiatric Association, these findings may give
them new help for managing strress.
Stress
s comes from
m the way we think and rea
act to outside stimulus, so p
people with a
anxious
tende
encies will rea
act in a more fearful
f
way than their calm
mer counterparts. "The reacction to stresss
stimuli comes from
m a part of the
e brain in the prefrontal
p
corrtex that is primitive--it's a ffight or flight
reaction, " says Do
on Goewey, author
a
of Mysttic Cool, a sellf-help book a
about stress m
management..
Your brain can't telll the differenc
ce between re
eal and perce
eived danger,, so stress levvels jump
when an individual faces a real physical threat or a perceiived threat, su
uch as being called into a
superrvisor's office.
In mo
ost animals, a serious threa
at causes a fig
ght-or-flight re
eaction, but o
once the dang
ger has
passe
ed, the brain circuitry
c
stops
s flaring and they return to a state of resst. Unfortunattely for us,
huma
ans perceive threats of vary
ying intensitie
es from so ma
any different p
parts of our livves--being latte
to work, traffic, bills
s--that our bra
ains can beco
ome over stim
mulated by the
e stress cycle
e. For many o
of
us, this means livin
ng in a consta
ant state of hig
gh alert, or a state of fear.
Here's
s how the science works: Our
O brains se
ense fear in a part of our brrain called the
e amygdala. IIn
respo
onse to fear orr stress, the hypothalamus
h
s in the brain ssecretes cortticotropin-rele
easing factor
(CRF), which resullts in the pituitary gland releasing anoth
her hormone, adrenocortico
otropic
hormo
es the stress hormone corrtisol. This
one (ACTH) activates
a
the adrenal
a
gland
ds that release
hormo
onal feedback
k loop is referrred to as the hypothalamicc-pituitary-adrenal) axis (H
HPA). It is,
essen
ntially, the cyc
cle of panic.
Dr. Ro
obert Sapolsk
ky of Stanford
d University and Dr. Roberrt Davidson off The Universsity of
Wisco
onsin-Madison are some of
o the neurosc
cientists resea
arching stresss managemen
nt, and they
contend that peoplle can retrain their brains to
o combat stre
ess.
The ability
a
for the brain
b
to create
e new pathwa
ays is called n
neuroplasticitty. The brain cconsists of
nerve
e cells (neuron
ns) and glial cells
c
that are interconnecte
ed, and when these connections are
chang
ged, either by
y adding or removing these
e connectionss or by adding
g new cells, new informatio
on
is storred in the bra
ain.
"When you learn someone's name to the point of rememb
bering it, you'vve experience
ed a
neuro
oplastic event," says Sapolsky.
Until recently,
r
neurroplasticity wa
as thought to occur only du
uring childhoo
od and adolesscence but
new research
r
has shown that ad
dult brains arre capable of creating new
w connections and forming
new neurons,
n
and perhaps even
n into old age
e.

So what does plasticity have to do with managing stress? Sapoklsy and others contend that
learning new responses to old behaviors can rewire your brain to invoke a calmer response. For
instance, says Sapolsky, let's say an individual goes to a therapist to work out some longstanding issues such as trauma or abuse. As the patient comes to grip with the issue, they start
to feel better because during this process, new neural connections are being made. And those
new pathways can trigger the brain to release more dopamine, a neurotransmitter involved with
feelings of pleasure.
But if you can't afford therapy, there some things you can do on your own to help retrain your
brain. Meditation, visualization exercises and self-hypnosis are intended to train attention for the
sake of providing insight and clarity--and calm. Sapolsky recommends meditation. "Find a form of
meditation that makes you feel more centered in a way that stays with you throughout the day,"
he says, "and you've strengthened the prefrontal region of the cortex whose job is it to tone down
the amygdala." The amygdala, Sapolsky explains, is the part of the brain that decides if we
should get angry or anxious, and the prefrontal cortex is the part that makes you stop, think and
find solutions.
Alvaro Fernandez, a cofounder of Sharp Brains, an independent research firm that specializes in
brain health, says that rewiring the brain can be effective both long-term and to immediately calm
feelings of stress, but the brain has to be rewired by employing two methods: "One, to ignore the
distractors (stressor) and two, to identify and control the feelings when they arise." Distractions
are easily avoided if you know what they are. If, for example, your stress trigger is traffic or a
crowded subway car, you can take proactive steps to ignore them through meditation, deep
breathing or other calming steps that can slow the heart rate and keep breathing regulated until
the stressor passes.
Goewey recommends another exercise for dealing with stress on a case-by-case basis. He calls
it the "clear button." If you feel yourself reacting to stress--whether you've been yelled at by a
supervisor or you're about to walk into an annual review--Goewey suggests holding up your left
hand in front of your face. Next, visualize a button in the center of your palm, and imagine that
this button will put the fear and the stress center of your brain (the amygdala) on pause.
Press the button with your right hand and hold it while you count slowly to three while breathing
deeply. With each number visualize a color: 1, red; 2, green; 3, blue, and on the final exhale, let
go of the button and make a decision to let the stress go.
"Each step in the exercise chain is a distraction from the primitive, fearful thought center,"
Goewey explains. "When you have removed the stress, you are able to see positive solutions to
the problems at hand, and without [going into] a panic mode."
By employing some of these strategies, individuals can not only reduce the stress in their lives
but can also turn once-frightening events into positive endings. It could turn out that being
chastised by a supervisor might give you a chance to evaluate your own performance and step it
up a notch so the next annual review might yield a raise or a promotion.

